
STATE OF IOWA 
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UTILITIES BOARD 
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RECORD, ADDRESSING MOTION TO MAKE INFORMATION PUBLIC, 
ADDRESSING MOTIONS REGARDING METER TESTING, AND PROVIDING 

NOTICE OF HEARING FOR COMPLIANCE TARIFFS  
 

(Issued June 24, 2019) 
 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

On March 1, 2018, Interstate Power and Light Company (IPL) filed with the 

Utilities Board (Board) a proposed tariff regarding non-standard meter alternatives for 

its electric service customers.  Specifically, IPL proposed numerous conditions and a 

$15 per month charge to customers who elect to opt out of having an Advanced 

Metering Infrastructure (AMI)1 meter installed.  The proposed tariff was identified as 

Docket No. TF-2018-0029.  On the same day, IPL filed a similar proposed tariff for its 

natural gas service identified as Docket No. TF-2018-0030.  The Board issued an 

order docketing and suspending the proposed tariffs on March 28, 2018. 

A hearing was held on November 5 and 6 and December 5, 2018.  On 

February 6, 2019, the Board issued its “Final Order and Decision” (Final Order) in 

Docket No. SPU-2018-0007.  On February 26, 2019, Kathy Matara and Jonathan 

                                            
1 AMI meters are also referred to as “smart meters” in many filings, including the tariffs.  The Board will 
refer to them as AMI meters throughout for clarity. 
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Lipman AIA & Associates, Inc. d/b/a MaharishiVastu.org (Lipman; collectively, the 

Intervenors) and the Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA), a division of the Iowa 

Department of Justice, filed requests for reconsideration and rehearing.  IPL filed its 

response to the requests for reconsideration and rehearing on March 12, 2019. 

Additionally, the Board sent a letter with a link to the Final Order to persons 

who had filed complaints regarding IPL’s AMI program in Docket Nos. C-2018-0006, 

C-2018-0007, and C-2018-0008.  The letter indicated the Final Order was considered 

the proposed resolution pursuant to Board rule 199 IAC 6.4, and persons had 14 

days to request a formal proceeding pursuant to rule 199 IAC 6.5.  One person timely 

requested a formal complaint proceeding in Docket No. C-2018-0006, and 29 people 

timely filed requests in Docket No. C-2018-0007.  No person requested a formal 

proceeding in Docket No. C-2018-0008. 

On April 1, 2019, IPL filed its proposed compliance tariffs in response to the 

Board’s Final Order.  The general opt-out provisions were filed in Docket Nos. TF-

2018-0029 (electric) and TF-2018-0030 (natural gas).  The proposed community opt-

out tariffs were filed in Docket Nos. TF-2019-0028 (electric) and TF-2019-0029 

(natural gas).  OCA filed its response to the compliance tariffs on April 12, 2019.  

Lipman filed a response to the tariffs on April 12, 2019, and Matara filed a response 

on April 15, 2019.  IPL filed its reply regarding the tariffs on April 19, 2019. 

Also on April 1, 2019, IPL filed a motion to reopen the record, asserting that it 

cannot set a meter to pulse only once per month as required by the Final Order, and 

it offered supplementary testimony in support of its motion.  On April 5, 2019, OCA 

filed its response in support of the motion, stating that the number of pulses or 
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transmissions is crucial to the selection of meters by customers.  Lipman filed a 

response on April 12, 2019, supporting reopening the record and stating a need to 

cross-examine IPL’s witnesses on this issue.  Matara also filed a response 

supporting the motion on May 10, 2019. 

On May 7, 2019, Lipman filed a motion to make certain information publicly 

available.  Specifically, Lipman requests the Board make public certain pages of the 

Sensus Stratus meter manual that the Board had previously given confidential 

treatment.  Lipman also requests the Board deny confidential treatment to certain 

pages of the Sensus iConA meter manual which IPL designated as confidential 

during the discovery process.  IPL filed a response to Lipman’s motion on May 21, 

2019, arguing the motion is untimely and that holding the information in question 

confidentially is proper.  IPL also argues that information related to the Sensus iConA 

meter manual was not made part of the record in these dockets prior to the hearing 

and therefore any issue of confidential treatment regarding that manual is not 

properly before the Board.  Lipman filed a reply to IPL’s response on May 28, 2019. 

A status conference was held on May 21, 2019.  During the status conference, 

certain issues involving testing of IPL’s AMI meters were raised before the Board for 

the first time.  The parties filed a joint status update regarding the meter testing 

issues on May 24, 2019.  In the status update, the parties indicated that they had 

resolved a majority of the outstanding issues but disagreed on the number of meters 

to be tested and whether an outside third party should conduct the testing rather than 

IPL.  IPL filed its statement of position on these issues on May 29, 2019, and both 
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Intervenors also filed their requests and position statements regarding these testing 

issues on May 29, 2019.   

 
ANALYSIS 

I. Requests for Reconsideration and Rehearing 

A. Office of Consumer Advocate’s Motion 

1. Positions of the Parties 

OCA filed a motion for rehearing on February 26, 2019.  In its motion, OCA 

asks the Board to clarify whether customers on non-standard rates such as net 

metering or time-of-day usage would be eligible for the opt-out option of an AMI 

meter set to pulse only once per month. 

In its response filed on March 12, 2019, IPL asserts that the Board’s Final 

Order was clear when it stated that such customers would not be eligible to opt out.  

IPL notes that the Board stated it would not be feasible to allow customers on non-

standard rates to opt out because their metering and energy measurement reads are 

different and because multiple consecutive estimated bills would not be appropriate. 

2. Board Findings 

Rehearing is not necessary to clarify the issue raised by OCA.  The Board 

does not believe it is appropriate for customers on more complex rates such as net 

metering or time-of-day usage to opt out of having an AMI meter.  Customers on net 

metering or time-of-day rates require more data than a once per month reading would 

provide; therefore, that option is not appropriate or feasible for customers on net 

metering or time-of-day rates.  Consequently, the Board will deny OCA’s motion for 

rehearing. 
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B. Intervenors’ Motions 

1. Lipman Motion 

Lipman raises numerous issues in his request for reconsideration and 

rehearing.  Lipman argues that allowing IPL to remove meters that are part of a failed 

test lot is not reasonable.  Lipman argues that the practice of removing meters that 

are part of a failed test lot is a recent development beginning in 2016 and was 

caused, in part, by IPL’s financial incentive to have meters fail so that it could replace 

meters sooner.  Lipman notes that IPL has placed 227,000 meters in failed test lots 

based on a sample that found 56 failed meters out of 3,000 tested in 2016 and a 

similarly low percentage of failed meters in prior years.  Lipman argues that 

customers should only lose their analog meter if it actually fails, IPL should be 

required to make reasonable efforts to fix the meter before replacing it, and 

customers should be given notice prior to testing so they may be present if they wish. 

Lipman also argues that filters for conducted emissions are not economical 

despite Dr. Magda Havas’ testimony.  Lipman argues that the cost of filtering is not 

economically feasible for most Iowans. 

Lipman also asks the Board to reconsider its decision not to allow analog 

meters on an ongoing basis.  Lipman asserts OCA demonstrated that IPL could 

create an inventory of analog meters, but IPL chooses not to utilize them.  Lipman 

argues this business decision is not just or reasonable.  Lipman states IPL should be 

required to consider its customers’ desires for analog meters to avoid RF radiation 

and conducted emissions. 
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Lipman also requests reconsideration of the Board’s determination that solar 

customers are not eligible to opt out.  Lipman argues there is no evidence that IPL 

needs to read the meters of net metering customers monthly, only that IPL historically 

does so.  Lipman argues solar customers could pay for two meters to measure usage 

and generation or purchase the meter reading device and self-report readings similar 

to what meter readers currently report.  Lipman also asserts that not allowing solar 

customers to opt out violates Iowa Code § 476.21, which prohibits discrimination 

against users of renewable energy sources.  Lipman further argues analog meters 

should be offered to solar customers and asserts IPL acknowledges it is feasible to 

do so.  Lipman disputes IPL’s arguments that it needs more granular interval data 

from individual customer meters.  Lipman argues IPL can obtain sufficient data from 

its transformers and substations. 

Lipman also argues commercial customers should be allowed to opt out.  

Lipman notes that Maharishi University, for instance, states it has one primary master 

meter on campus with a few buildings separately metered.  Lipman believes the 

Board should take a proactive stance to protect the health and safety of students. 

Lipman further argues that a community opt-out will be meaningless if solar 

and commercial users cannot also opt out.  Lipman again argues that customers 

want the ability to have a fully analog-only area. 

Lipman also asserts that customers may not know to opt out if they are not 

informed that the meters potentially violate Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) rules and orders.  Lipman asserts the Board may determine whether the 

meters violate FCC standards.  Lipman argues the AMI meters violate FCC 
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standards and therefore cannot satisfy the just and reasonable standard.  Lipman 

also argues IPL should be required to provide a notice to customers about the health 

and safety issues and remediation costs. 

2. Matara Motion 

Matara states she substantially agrees with the issues for reconsideration 

raised by Lipman but wishes to address certain points separately.   

Matara argues that those customers who had AMI or non-transmitting digital 

meters installed before being informed about RF radiation and conducted emissions 

should be allowed to switch to an analog for health and safety reasons.  Matara also 

argues that the Board’s ruling discriminates against customers who do not currently 

have an analog meter by not allowing them to use one.  She argues all customers 

should be able to return to an analog meter without having to pay extra for it and that 

customers be allowed to replace a failed analog meter with another analog meter. 

Matara also disagrees with Dr. Havas’ opinion that filters adequately mitigate 

conducted emissions.  Matara asserts filters only mitigate the emissions by 

approximately 50 percent.  She also disagrees that the filters are affordable.  Matara 

also argues that businesses and solar customers should have the right to opt out.  

She states most people spend a considerable amount of time outside of the home 

and should not be required to work in an area with an AMI or non-transmitting digital 

meter. 

Matara also requests reconsideration of the Board’s ruling allowing IPL to 

switch out analog meters when they fail “or otherwise must be replaced.” Specifically, 

she requests reconsideration of the “otherwise must be replaced” clause.  She 
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argues that IPL did not raise reliability as an issue with analog meters until late in the 

process, and places over 60 percent of analog meters into “failed lots.”  She requests 

the Board allow people to keep analog meters until that specific meter fails.   

Matara further argues for the cessation of installation of AMI meters until after 

the upcoming rate case because the Board could determine that the expense of AMI 

meters is not prudent.  Matara also argues that the customer notice IPL will be 

required to send should include health and safety information as well as the FCC 

violations which she alleges have occurred.  Matara also asserts Fairfield, Vedic City, 

and the surrounding rural areas should be allowed to opt out as a whole, including 

businesses, the university, and residential customers on non-standard rates. 

3. IPL Response 

In its response, IPL states it is committed to providing safe, reliable, and cost-

effective service.  IPL believes installing AMI meters will ensure it can continue to do 

so, but it recognizes a small portion of its customers do not want AMI meters.  IPL 

argues that the Board’s decision regarding analog meters in failed test lots is 

reasonable.  IPL states its meter-testing regime is not new, and it has long had a plan 

as required by Board rule 199 IAC 19.6(1) and 20.6(1).  IPL states its plan complies 

with the American National Standard Institute (ANSI) code for electricity metering.  

IPL states its testing program requires it to take action when meter lots statistically 

fail.  IPL also states it has replaced analog meters removed for testing with a non-

transmitting digital meter since at least 2010. 

IPL also argues that the Board properly balanced the interests of the company 

and its customers when it stated IPL could replace analog meters with non-
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transmitting digital meters once they failed or were part of a failed test lot.  IPL argues 

the Board clearly contemplated customer concerns when it substantially altered IPL’s 

proposed tariffs. 

IPL argues the Board’s decision was reasonable when it concluded that 

conducted emissions, or dirty electricity, should not prevent the use of non-

transmitting digital meters as the opt-out meter.  IPL notes that the Intervenors’ 

expert witness said filters could mitigate such concerns.  IPL argues there is no 

reliable evidence that conducted emissions cause deleterious health effects, and the 

FCC regulates such emissions to prevent interference between digital devices.  IPL 

states its meters meet all standards for conducted emissions.  IPL argues that other 

customers should not pay for analog meters or filters for those customers who want 

to opt out. 

IPL further argues that the Board correctly determined distributed generation 

customers should not be eligible to opt out.  IPL asserts the Board correctly found 

that estimated bills are not appropriate for distributed generation customers due to 

energy measurement and metering requirements.  IPL states proper billing of 

distributed generation customers requires hourly interval data, which it currently 

obtains from a meter reader physically downloading the data from the meter each 

month.  IPL states it has long-used digital meters for distributed generation 

customers and argues analog meters cannot provide the information necessary to 

properly bill such customers.  IPL similarly asserts the opt-out meter options would 

not provide adequate information for distributed generation and time-of-day 

customers. 
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IPL also asserts the Board reasonably concluded the opt-out option is not 

appropriate for commercial or industrial customers.  IPL asserts many commercial 

and industrial customers require readings of more than just kilowatt-hours, and some 

have large monthly bills and/or seasonal fluctuations, either of which could lead to 

inaccurate estimates. 

IPL argues the meters comply with all federal safety standards, and that the 

Board properly found the use of the meters was reasonable.  IPL supports the 

Board’s decision to defer any findings regarding violations of FCC requirements to 

the FCC.  IPL further contends that any issues regarding the customer notice should 

be deferred until the Board addresses its compliance filings. 

4. Lipman Reply 

In his reply filed on March 18, 2019, Lipman argues that IPL’s response 

regarding the removal of meters in failed test lots is without merit.  Lipman argues 

that if an analog meter is tested and found to be accurate, IPL should be required to 

return it to the customer so the customer can continue to use it.  Lipman reiterates 

that it does not seem reasonable to deem approximately 200,000 meters as failed 

based on the test of a very tiny fraction of those meters. 

Lipman reiterates that the Board has the authority to determine meter choices.  

Lipman asserts IPL’s comparison of the meter choice with hiring decisions is not 

appropriate.  Lipman argues a specific hiring decision isn’t generally within the 

Board’s purview, but the choice of meters is since the Board regulates the service 

provided by a utility. 
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With respect to distributed generation customers, Lipman argues that the 

customer should be given the choice of paying for additional readings, or be able to 

rent or purchase the device necessary to download the data from the meter and 

return that data to IPL in order to avoid having an AMI meter.  Lipman also raises the 

same arguments for commercial and industrial customers who wish to opt-out. 

Finally, Lipman argues that the Board has the authority to rule the meters 

violate the FCC’s 20 cm minimum distance regulation as applied to IPL’s meters.  

Lipman argues comity would only apply if there was a pending case in front of the 

FCC or a previous decision by the FCC; comity does not require the Board to defer 

the Intervenors’ argument to the FCC. 

5. Board Findings 

With respect to the failed test lot issue regarding analog meters, the Board 

notes that IPL is required to maintain meter testing and inspection programs pursuant 

to Board rules 199 IAC 19.6 and 20.6.  Paragraphs 19.6(2)(c) and 20.6(2)(c) allow for 

testing under such programs to be done on either a periodic or statistical sample 

basis.  Requiring meters to be replaced if they are part of a test lot that statistically 

fails comports with Board rules and is just and reasonable. 

Lipman and Matara also ask the Board to disregard the testimony of 

Intervenors’ own expert witness, Dr. Havas, regarding the use of filters to reduce or 

eliminate conducted emissions.  Dr. Havas testified that the use of filters “would 

address the issues dealing with dirty electricity” and that the meters used by IPL “can 

be filtered.”  (Tr. at 581-582).  As described, the filters would be on the customer’s 

side of the meter, thus they would be the responsibility of an individual customer 
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rather than IPL to install and maintain.  As previously noted in the Final Order, the 

Board believes these filters are a reasonable way to mitigate a customer’s concerns 

related to conducted emissions associated with any digital meters. 

 Intervenors also ask the Board to reconsider its finding that IPL’s decision to 

replace a failed analog meter with a new digital meter was just and reasonable, 

arguing that IPL should be required to maintain a stock of used analog meters for 

opt-out customers.  Pursuant to Iowa Code §§ 476.3, 476.6, and 476.8, utilities are 

required to furnish “reasonably adequate service” at rates that are “just and 

reasonable.”  IPL provided credible testimony regarding its goals for standardizing 

equipment over the long-term and the lack of new analog meters from its meter 

suppliers to support its decisions.  IPL’s decision to use meters that meet the 

standards of good practice set forth in Board rules 19.6 and 20.6, even if some 

customers would prefer different meters, provides customers with “reasonably 

adequate service.”  To the extent Lipman argues the decision may not be financially 

prudent, the Board notes IPL has filed general rate review proceedings with the 

Board for both its electric and natural gas services, and Lipman has already 

intervened in the electric case.  Lipman may challenge the prudency of IPL’s 

decisions in one or both of those dockets. 

With respect to allowing solar and commercial customers the ability to opt out, 

Intervenors primarily re-raise arguments made previously that were addressed by the 

Board in its Final Order.  Persons on more complex rates, such as net metering or 

time-of-day, have already had digital meters in place for a number of years because 

the rates require IPL to collect more information than is needed for a person on a 
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standard residential rate.  In implementing the AMI system, IPL will gain cost savings 

by eliminating meter readers, which are currently necessary to collect the hourly data 

from the net metering customers on a monthly basis.  Since IPL will no longer employ 

meter readers, the AMI meters become the only reasonably adequate option for 

customers utilizing more complex rates.  Additionally, as previously stated, opting-out 

will generally require estimated bills 10 months out of the year for those customers.  

Numerous estimated bills are not appropriate for net metering, time-of-day, and 

commercial and industrial customers whose usage will be higher than a standard 

residential customer. 

With respect to Lipman’s request that the Board explicitly rule on the meters’ 

compliance with FCC requirements, the Board declines to do so.  The Board notes, 

as it did in the Final Order, that IPL has provided evidence that the meters have the 

appropriate FCC certifications, and the record does not contain any findings by the 

FCC that the meters violate its rules or are being used in a manner that violates that 

agency’s rules.  The Board reiterates that in the absence of such findings, IPL’s use 

of the Sensus AMI meter is reasonable. 

 Finally, the Board believes any issues Intervenors raise with respect to the 

customer notice that IPL will be required to send to customers is not appropriately 

part of this reconsideration request.  The Board required IPL to file a proposed notice 

with its compliance tariffs, and IPL filed a proposed notice on April 1, 2019.  Lipman 

filed a response to IPL’s filing on April 12, 2019, which included comments about the 

notice.  The Board has not yet addressed IPL’s compliance filings, thus this issue is 

not ripe for reconsideration. 
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 Taken altogether, the issues raised by Intervenors in their reconsideration 

motions were fully and properly addressed in the Board’s Final Order.  Therefore, the 

motions are denied. 

II. Requests for Formal Complaint Proceeding 

The Board received 30 requests for a formal complaint proceeding in the 

associated complaint files.  One request was made in Docket No. C-2018-0006, and 

the other 29 were made in Docket No. C-2018-0007. 

A. Customer Requests 

1. Mindy Slippy 

Mindy Slippy filed a request for formal proceeding in Docket No. C-2018-0006.  

She seeks further clarification on how a town or area can opt out as a collective.  She 

also asks the Board to allow businesses to opt out.  She requests the right to have an 

analog meter rather than a non-transmitting digital meter as a long-term opt-out 

option.  She requests that IPL be required to send out notices to customers in 

advance of any future tariff changes that would add an opt-out fee.  She also 

requests that the Board require IPL to place protective shields on its AMI meters to 

protect neighbors, nature, and others from exposure to radio frequency pulses from 

the meters.  She states that even though she has elected to opt out, her neighbor 

has not. She states the neighbor’s meter is only “a couple of feet” away from her 

daughters’ bedroom wall. 

2. John & Glendrafay Andrews 

John and Glendrafay Andrews ask for clarification regarding an AMI meter set 

to pulse only once per month.  Specifically, they ask the Board to clarify whether the 
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term “pulse” encompasses all transmissions from the meter and that such meters 

would truly only pulse once per month.  They also ask that an AMI meter set to pulse 

once per month be allowed as an opt-out option for all customers, not just residential 

customers on the general residential rate.   

3. Lisa Ashelman 

Lisa Ashelman asks the Board to allow businesses and those on alternative 

rates to opt out for health reasons.  She argues that many people who are vulnerable 

in hospitals, nursing homes, and elsewhere may be harmed by AMI meters.  She 

also argues that it is not right for solar customers to be forced to have meters that 

create conducted emissions and transmit RF radiation.  Ashelman also argues that 

filters are not effective. 

Ashelman also raises concerns about FCC standards not being met and 

requests the right to have an analog meter rather than a digital meter.  She also 

requests that the entire state of Iowa be switched to analog meters, or alternatively to 

require people to opt in to having an AMI meter.  She also believes IPL has provided 

incorrect or misleading information and wants the Board and OCA to work with 

Fairfield Smart Meters to provide educational material to customers across the state.  

Finally, she reiterates many comments from her previous filings in Docket No. SPU-

2018-0007. 

4. Rogers Badgett 

Rogers Badgett argues that persons with solar panels should be allowed to 

opt out.  He argues that requiring AMI meters will reduce property values and 

effectively punish solar panel users.  He asserts AMI meters produce conducted 
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emissions.  He believes if IPL requires him to have an AMI meter, IPL should provide 

him with his own transformer and pay for any necessary filters.  He also asserts his 

$30,000 investment in solar energy should not require him to have an AMI meter. 

5. David Ballou 

David Ballou states he has solar panels on his home and questions why he 

would need to have an AMI meter when his current non-transmitting digital meter has 

worked for years.  If he must have an AMI meter, he would like an AMI meter set to 

pulse only once per month.  He also would like clarification on how the community 

opt-out option would work, and why certain options that may be available to a 

community opt-out could not also be made available in other areas. 

6. Christopher and Kathryn Bell 

Christopher and Kathryn Bell oppose any future opt-out fees and believe the 

Board should not allow IPL to seek such fees in the future.  While they currently have 

an analog meter, they want to be able to keep an analog meter at any time in the 

future.  They raise concerns about how IPL will determine if an analog meter fails.  

They note that even if they opt out, their neighbors may not, and their neighbors’ 

meters will still impact the Bells.  They also disagree that current filters can handle 

the situation and believe that such filters are prohibitively expensive.  The Bells also 

raise concerns that IPL is not following FCC requirements when installing AMI 

meters. 

7. Paul Bien 

Paul Bien argues that IPL must file its tariffs outlining the community opt-out 

before customers can determine if IPL is complying with the Board’s orders.  He also 
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argues that IPL should have the obligation to serve its customers’ requests in 

exchange for the monopoly it has been given. 

8. Phalya and Yehoshua Cohen 

Phalya and Yehoshua Cohen request a formal proceeding because they 

already have a digital meter and want to have the option to replace it with an analog 

meter.  The Cohens also argue that filters to protect against conducted emissions are 

not inexpensive.  They estimate the cost to be at least $1,200 to protect an entire 

house.  They argue IPL should bear the cost of such filters. 

9. Stephen Collins 

Stephen Collins requests a formal proceeding because he believes Fairfield 

should be allowed a community opt-out and solar users should also be able to opt 

out.  He states he is very interested in solar in the long run and should not be 

required to have an AMI meter if he chooses to add solar panels. 

10.  Catherine Corbin 

Catherine Corbin requests a formal proceeding because she is concerned her 

analog meter may be in a “failed lot” and replaced even though it is still working.  She 

requests the Board change its order to require replacement only when a specific 

meter fails and to require third-party verification of that failure. 

11.  Gail and Richard Dalby 

Gail and Richard Dalby request reconsideration because they do not want a 

digital meter, only an analog meter.  They do not want to spend money on filters, 

which they estimate will cost $1,200 in parts and labor.  They assert conducted 

emissions caused an irregular heartbeat in Mr. Dalby, and they had to put filters on 
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their previous house in Connecticut.  The Dalbys assert they have a right to an 

analog meter and want that as an option for everyone.  They also object to solar and 

commercial customers not being allowed to opt out.  They believe not allowing 

businesses to opt out will deter business expansion and risk the safety of everyone.  

12.  Vera Elizabeth 

Vera Elizabeth requests a formal proceeding because she believes AMI 

meters violate her rights and impact her health and safety. 

13.  Jennifer Fishback 

Jennifer Fishback states she is unhappy with the proposed resolution because 

she is a solar customer and does not want an AMI meter.  She argues analog meters 

will work fine, and she does not want IPL to use an unproven new technology that 

may have unintended and unexpected health effects. 

14.  Barbara Foster 

Barbara Foster requests a formal proceeding because she is a solar user who 

wishes to opt out.  She asserts AMI meters generate conducted emissions, and her 

property is a townhome with a shared wall and likely a shared transformer.  She 

worries that not allowing her to opt out as a solar user will impact her neighbors who 

will opt out.  She also believes her property will be harder to sell if she is not allowed 

to opt out.  If she cannot opt out, she requests that IPL be required to provide her 

with her own transformer and pay for any required filters on her home.  She argues 

that the cost of filters is estimated to be $1,200 or more.  She also requests that she 

be allowed to replace her digital meter with an analog meter. 
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15.  Gloria Foster 

Gloria Foster states she is a solar user and she wishes to be able to opt out.  

She asserts the digital meters have to be replaced every five years at customer 

expense.  She argues AMI meters are an invasion of privacy and have numerous 

health risks.  She also does not want an AMI meter set to pulse only once per month 

because she does not trust IPL to correctly program the meters to do so. 

16.  Wendy Hartman 

Wendy Hartman requests a formal proceeding because her primary issues 

have not been addressed by the Board’s Final Order.  Specifically, she does not 

understand how renters can opt out if they’re renting from a commercial property 

management company if the opt-out is not available to commercial users.  She also 

argues that customers in Cedar Rapids received one-sided information from IPL and 

were not forewarned about AMI meters or given a meaningful opportunity to opt out.   

17.  Bryan and Emily Kelly 

Bryan and Emily Kelly state they are real estate developers who own eight 

rental units with plans to develop two more. They have solar power on six of their 

units, and they have strong concerns about AMI meters.  They argue they will suffer 

economically if solar power users cannot opt out, but they will choose to disconnect 

their solar panels rather than have AMI meters.  They also argue that not allowing 

solar users to opt out violates Iowa Code § 476.21 as being discriminatory toward 

renewable energy users.  They also believe that customers should not have to pay 

for filters and want all properties to be allowed the use of an analog meter. 
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18.  Brenda and Wil Kuborn 

Brenda and Wil Kuborn request a formal proceeding because they do not want 

their neighbors’ decisions to impact them.  They want the digital meter on their 

residence removed and replaced with an analog meter.  They also believe that 

analog meters should only be replaced when a specific analog meter fails.  They also 

request that analog meters be replaced by other analog meters, and state their belief 

that AMI meters will be replaced every five years. They also state they are neighbors 

with a solar user, and consequently their house will be harder to sell if they move 

because the neighbor will have an AMI meter.  They request that IPL be required to 

give them a free transformer that is not shared with anyone else and pay for any 

necessary filters.  They also request that opt-out fees be waived indefinitely, and not 

just at this time. 

19.  Jenny Lawrence 

Jenny Lawrence requests a formal proceeding because she believes all 

customers, whether residential, commercial, solar, or otherwise, should be able to opt 

out.  She believes not doing so is discrimination and otherwise illegal under state and 

federal law. She argues it will harm schools, hospitals, and other non-residential 

customers.  She asks the Board to allow everyone to opt out and to have an analog 

meter without having to request it from IPL. 

20.  Lorian Lott 

Lorian Lott states her main concern is the health and well-being of herself and 

others.  She believes all of the meter options allowed by the Board emit life-damaging 

radiation.  She argues AMI meters on commercial buildings and residential properties 
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who have not opted out will harm others, and other options will also either emit RF 

radiation or conducted emissions.  

21.  Linda Mainquist 

Linda Mainquist requests a formal proceeding because she is a solar user and 

believes she should be allowed to opt out.  She states not allowing her to opt out 

could harm her neighbors who share her transformer and her property values.  She 

requests the ability to use an analog meter instead of a non-transmitting digital meter.  

She also believes the cost of filters will be prohibitive, so IPL should be required to 

provide them if an analog meter is not an option. 

22.  Joe Moschak 

Joe Moschak requests clarification on whether an area-wide opt-out will allow 

solar users within the area to opt out.  He also asks why he cannot use a wired AMI 

meter and why IPL needs the data from AMI meters on a more frequent basis from 

solar customers than others. 

23.  Lindsay Oliver 

Lindsay Oliver states she is a solar user who believes AMI meters will have a 

negative effect on her property and the health of her family.  She asserts AMI meters 

generate conducted emissions and her house will become harder to sell. She also 

argues the Final Order discriminated against solar users.  She requests the right to 

opt out or have IPL provide her with her own transformer and pay for any necessary 

filters. 
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24.  Einar Olsen 

Einar Olsen believes the Board’s order did not adequately address three 

issues: cybersecurity, the need for specific parameters for the opt-out meter, and the 

ability for solar and non-residential customers to opt out.  He argues that numerous 

individuals and institutions have expressed concerns about the risk to cybersecurity 

from AMI systems.  He provides links to 37 articles and supporting citations about 

cybersecurity and AMI meters in support of his request. 

25.  Susan Seifert 

Susan Seifert requests the right for all customers to be able to opt out and to 

have an analog meter.  She believes IPL should be required to abide by FCC rules, 

and that non-transmitting digital meters are not acceptable opt-out meters because 

they still create conducted emissions.  She requests more clarity regarding when an 

analog meter is deemed to have failed, believing that the current order is too vague.  

She also requests that the community opt-out be clarified. Finally, she requests that 

IPL’s rollout of AMI meters be tested and monitored. 

26.  Robert Smistik 

Robert Smistik argues that much of IPL’s testimony is not accurate.  He 

disputes that IPL’s suppliers do not offer new analog meters, offering an invoice from 

Alibaba showing he could purchase analog meters from China in bulk.  He disagrees 

that filters for conducted emissions are readily available at an inexpensive price.  He 

argues the filters referred to by Dr. Havas at the hearing do not work.  He requests 

his electricity be tested for the source of conducted emissions and that IPL pay for 

filters if shown to be the cause.  He disagrees with the Board’s finding that a state-
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wide moratorium is inappropriate, noting that three utilities elsewhere in the country 

allow opt-outs without fees.  He also believes AMI meters are fire hazards. 

Smistik also requests clarification about the estimated bills for those who opt 

out, and the community opt-out option.  In support of his request for a formal 

proceeding, he also provides a report from Palma Engineering about direct electricity 

filters and a list of states offering opt-out options or moratoriums on AMI installations. 

27.  Aideen Vega-Van Auken 

Aideen Vega-Van Auken requests a formal proceeding because she believes 

AMI and non-transmitting digital meters pose health risks.  She argues analog meters 

are the only safe meters and that filters are expensive and do not work completely.  

Instead, she requests that all customers, including businesses, be allowed to opt out 

and choose an analog meter.  Alternatively, she requests that a statewide 

moratorium be put in place and that all current AMI meters be removed or that the 

utilities pay for filters for every home that requests them.  She also requests that solar 

users be allowed to opt out. 

28.  Susan Watterson 

Susan Watterson states she is concerned that she will lose her analog meter 

on her rental property.  She asks the Board to allow people to keep their analog 

meters until the actual meter fails.  She also wants the digital meter on her own home 

removed and replaced with an analog meter.  She also states she is surrounded by 

homes with solar panels, and requests that they be allowed to opt out because their 

meters will affect everyone nearby.  She also requests that the Board monitor IPL 
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with respect to AMI meters set to pulse only once per month to ensure they only 

pulse once per month. 

29.  Randall Wood 

Randall Wood argues that IPL will increase its testing of analog meters to try 

to ensure they fail and can be replaced by AMI meters.  He requests that customers 

have the permanent right to an analog meter, including businesses, solar users, and 

other alternative energy users. He believes AMI meters will be proven to be health 

hazards in the future and the Board should act to protect customer health. 

30.  Paul Zenker 

Paul Zenker requests the right for solar customers to opt out.  He argues his 

house will be harder to sell because of the AMI meter and neighbors not wanting to 

be next to or share a transformer with an AMI meter. 

B. IPL Responses 

In response to the request for a formal proceeding made in Docket No.          

C-2018-0006, IPL asserts the Board fully addressed concerns related to businesses 

and analog meters in its Final Order.  IPL also believes the Board fully considered the 

health concerns raised by customers and, though it did not make any findings, fully 

addressed the issue by allowing the opt-out with the potential use of filters.  IPL also 

notes that the requirement to provide notice prior to the implementation of a future 

charge is a statutory requirement, and that it provided notice to customers prior to 

filing its electric and natural gas rate cases on March 1, 2019. 

IPL generally responded to all requests for formal proceeding in Docket No.  

C-2018-0007 by quoting the relevant portions of the Board’s Final Order and stating 
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that the requests should be denied because they do not raise any new issues.  To 

the extent persons complained about issues that will be addressed in compliance 

filings, IPL stated that the requests for a formal proceeding should be denied 

because the Board will address those issues when it addresses the compliance 

filings. 

With respect to Wendy Hartman’s complaint, IPL also described the various 

communications that have already taken place or will occur prior to the installation of 

an AMI meter.  IPL did not file a response to Einar Olsen’s request for a formal 

proceeding. 

C.  Board Findings 

Iowa Code § 476.3(1) provides that upon the filing of a written complaint 

against a public utility, the Board will initiate a formal proceeding if the Board finds the 

utility’s response to the complaint is inadequate and there appears to be any 

reasonable ground for investigating the complaint.  The “any reasonable ground” 

standard is not a high hurdle to clear, but it requires more than a mere suspicion.  It 

must be shown that the totality of circumstances would lead a reasonable person to 

believe further investigation is appropriate to determine whether any additional relief 

is required.  Office of Consumer Advocate v. Iowa Utilities Bd., No. 10-0347, 2010 

WL 4104332 at *7 (Iowa Ct. App. Oct. 20, 2010).  

Many customers requesting a formal complaint proceeding raised similar or 

identical issues to those raised by the Intervenors in their requests for 

reconsideration.  These issues include deeming analog meters to have failed 

statistically, allowing net metering and business customers to opt out, allowing an 
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analog meter as a permanent opt-out option, or more fully addressing the FCC 

requirements.  As more fully discussed above, the Board does not believe those 

issues warrant reconsideration and similarly do not warrant the opening of a formal 

complaint proceeding in response to the complaints. 

Many customers also ask for clarification on the community opt-out option or 

other issues related to IPL’s compliance tariffs.  The Board will address those issues 

at the time it rules on IPL’s compliance filings.  Thus, opening a formal complaint 

proceeding on those issues at this time is premature. 

Several customers also ask the Board to provide additional remedial 

measures, such as additional transformers, utility-provided filters, or protective 

shields over AMI meters.  The Board does not believe it to be just or reasonable to 

provide persons with private transformers at the utility’s expense.  As noted above, 

the record shows filters would need to be placed on the customer’s side of the meter, 

thus those filters would be the responsibility of the customer.  To the extent practical, 

the Board would encourage IPL to work with customers to coordinate the installation 

of filters at the same time as meters may be installed or replaced.  With respect to 

other remedial measures, the Board notes that customers may install shields or other 

protective devices on their homes so long as they still allow IPL reasonable access to 

its equipment, including the meter, pursuant to Board rules 199 IAC 19.4(15)(c)(3) 

and 20.4(15)(c)(3). 

Several customers ask for a moratorium on AMI installations.  In an order 

issued on March 22, 2019, the Board addressed a similar request from OCA.  The 
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Board denied OCA’s request at that time, and there are not reasonable grounds to 

believe a formal complaint proceeding would result in a different outcome. 

One customer, Einar Olsen, also asks the Board to more fully address 

potential cybersecurity issues.  Although IPL did not specifically respond to Olsen’s 

complaint, the Board does not believe there are reasonable grounds to open a formal 

complaint proceeding on this issue.  This issue was discussed extensively during the 

hearing in Docket No. SPU-2018-0007, and the Board recognized in its Final Order 

that AMI meters have additional risks that non-transmitting meters do not have.  The 

Board required revisions to IPL’s privacy policy as a result.  The Board will review 

IPL’s revisions to its privacy policy as part of its overall review of the compliance 

filings. 

Several customers ask for clarification regarding rental units, such as 

apartments.  As stated in the Final Order, rental units will be eligible for the opt-out 

option if they are on the standard residential rate.  The customers of record, whether 

the landlord or tenants, would need to initiate that process.  

Taken altogether, the Board does not find reasonable grounds to open a 

formal complaint proceeding.  IPL’s responses to the complaints were adequate and 

additional relief is not warranted.  Therefore, the Board will deny the requests for a 

formal complaint proceeding filed in Docket Nos. C-2018-0006 and C-2018-0007. 

III. Motion to Reopen Record 

A. Positions of the Parties 

On April 1, 2019, IPL filed a motion to reopen the record pursuant to Board 

rule 199 IAC 7.24  IPL asks the Board to reopen the record on the limited issue of 
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offering AMI meters set to pulse only once per month as an option for opt-out 

customers.  IPL asserts that after investigating the issue following the Board’s Final 

Order, it learned it is unable to comply with that requirement.  Specifically, IPL now 

asserts that while it can program Sensus electric meters to transmit once per month, 

there are additional pulses necessary to maintain a meter in the “on-demand mode” 

that allows for a single transmission per month.  IPL also asserts there are additional 

safety-related pulses that cannot be disabled and may result in additional pulses if 

the meter detects a problem.  IPL provides additional testimony of Reed and IPL 

witness Randy Bauer that it requests be admitted into the record to support its 

assertions on this issue.  

In its response filed April 5, 2019, OCA argues that the number of 

transmissions monthly from AMI meters is crucial to allow customers to select the 

opt-out option they would most prefer.  OCA agrees the record should be reopened 

for the taking of evidence on this issue and asserts Reed and Bauer should be made 

available for cross examination. 

In a response filed on April 12, 2019, Lipman generally agrees with OCA’s 

response that the record should be reopened and the witnesses should be made 

available for cross-examination.  Lipman notes that throughout the hearing, pulses 

and transmissions were used interchangeably.  Lipman asserts that the distinction 

between the two terms that IPL is now attempting to make needs further explanation 

and examination.  

In her response filed on May 10, 2019, Matara supports the reopening of the 

record and joins in OCA’s and Lipman’s motions. 
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B. Board Findings 

The Board notes that IPL did not request reconsideration on this issue.  At the 

status conference on May 21, 2019, IPL indicated that it did not do so because it did 

not learn of its inability to comply with the Board’s order until after the time for 

reconsideration had passed.  As IPL noted in its response to the various requests for 

reconsideration, this issue was not directly raised by any of the other parties in their 

requests either. The Board does not believe the record in this docket should be 

reopened on an issue for which the party did not timely request reconsideration.  

Consequently, the Board will deny the motion. 

As will be discussed more thoroughly below, however, the Board will hold a 

hearing in August to discuss issues with IPL’s compliance tariffs and will be setting a 

procedural schedule accordingly.  IPL may refile its testimony in the applicable 

compliance tariff dockets so that the testimony is made part of the record for the 

Board’s decisions regarding those tariffs, and the other parties will be allowed to 

cross-examine any witnesses on issues applicable to the compliance tariffs at that 

time. 

IV. Compliance Filings 

IPL filed its compliance tariffs on April 1, 2019.  For its electric service, it filed 

its standard opt-out tariff in Docket No. TF-2018-0029 and its proposed community 

opt-out tariff in Docket No. TF-2019-0028.  For its natural gas service, IPL filed its 

standard opt-out compliance tariff in Docket No. TF-2018-0030 and its proposed 

community opt-out tariff in Docket No. TF-2019-0029.  IPL also filed its updated 

privacy policy on March 8, 2019, and its proposed customer notice on April 1, 2019, 
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in Docket No. SPU-2018-0007.  OCA and Intervenors all filed responses to IPL’s 

compliance filings.  The Board docketed and suspended the compliance tariffs in an 

order issued on April 25, 2019. 

The Board believes there are issues with the compliance filings that will 

require a hearing.  For example, IPL did not include the “one pulse per month” option 

in its compliance filings, and it states in its motion to reopen the record addressed 

above, that it cannot comply with that directive.  The other parties have asserted this 

issue could impact customer choice.  OCA and the Intervenors also raise other 

issues with the compliance filings in their responses.  The Board will therefore set a 

hearing in this matter for August 22 and 23, 2019, in the Board’s hearing room in Des 

Moines, Iowa.  A procedural schedule is included with this order as Attachment A.   

V. Motion to Make Information Public 

A. Positions of the Parties 

On May 7, 2019, Lipman filed a motion to make certain confidential 

information publicly available.  Specifically, Lipman asks the Board to make two 

pages of the Sensus Stratus meter manual available to the public and to deny 

confidential treatment to two pages of the Sensus iConA meter manual, effectively 

making that information publicly available as well.   

Lipman notes that the Board previously granted confidential treatment to the 

Sensus Stratus manual pages in an order dated November 15, 2018.  Lipman argues 

that the trade secret exception to the open records act codified at Iowa Code             

§ 22.7(3) should not apply because neither IPL nor Sensus derives economic benefit 

from the pages to be made public.  Lipman acknowledges other portions of the 
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manual may qualify for trade secret protections.  Lipman also argues that Iowa Code 

§ 22.7(6) should not protect the information because release of the information would 

serve a public purpose. 

Lipman argues that the similar pages from the Sensus iConA manual should 

also be made public and should be denied confidential treatment by the Board.  

In its response filed on May 21, 2019, IPL notes the Sensus iConA manual is 

not a part of the record in this matter, and the Board should not take action on a 

motion related to information that is not in the record.  With respect to the Sensus 

Stratus manual, IPL argues that Lipman’s motion is untimely.  IPL notes that it sought 

confidential treatment on November 2, 2018, and the Board issued an order granting 

confidential treatment on November 15, 2018.  IPL asserts parties generally have 14 

days after a motion is filed to file a response pursuant to Board rule 199 IAC 7.12, but 

Lipman did not file this response until May 7, 2019, approximately six months later.  

IPL further asserts that the granting of confidential treatment was proper as the 

manual is considered proprietary by Sensus USA, Inc., and qualifies as a trade 

secret.  IPL also argues the release of the manual would not serve the public interest, 

satisfying Iowa Code § 22.7(6). 

On May 28, 2019, Lipman filed a reply to IPL’s response.  Lipman argues the 

timeframe for objecting is not mandatory, and the Board has discretion on when it will 

hear objections to a motion such as a request for confidential treatment.  Lipman 

further argues that all Iowa citizens could go to court to enforce the disclosure of the 

information at issue, thus the conversation of governmental resources would 

encourage a decision on the merits sooner rather than later.  Lipman further argues 
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that nowhere in the Board’s rules or Iowa Code § 22.7 is there a confidentiality 

provision specifically for information subject to a non-disclosure agreement.  Lipman 

asserts that if either the rules or the code contained such provisions, IPL would have 

specifically cited to them.  Lipman also argues that the Sensus iConA manual is also 

a public record and should be similarly made available for public inspection. 

B.  Board Findings 

The Board notes that rule 199 IAC 1.9(8)(b)(3) provides the procedure for 

requests for public inspection of materials which are not routinely available for public 

inspection.  When it granted confidential treatment of the Sensus Stratus manual on 

November 15, 2018, the Board noted that it would hold the information confidential 

subject to the provisions of 199 IAC 1.9(8)(b)(3).  The Board will treat Lipman’s 

motion as a request to inspect records pursuant to that rule.  Consequently, the 

Board will withhold from public inspection the information related to the Sensus 

Stratus manual for 14 days from the date of this order to allow IPL, as the party who 

submitted the information, an opportunity to seek injunctive relief.  If injunctive relief is 

not sought within that timeframe, the information will be released for public 

inspection. 

With respect to the information in the Sensus iConA manual, the Board notes 

that the pages of that manual at issue here were never filed with the Board or 

otherwise put into the Board’s possession prior to Lipman’s motion.  As Lipman notes 

in his reply brief, Iowa Code § 22.3(a) defines a public record as including “all 

records…stored or preserved in any medium, of or belonging to this state.”  The 

Board cannot make available for public inspection a record that was never properly in 
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its possession.  Consequently, Lipman’s motion is denied as to the pages from the 

Sensus iConA manual. 

As discussed above, the Board will accept testimony and hold a hearing 

regarding the compliance tariffs.  If Lipman believes the information in the Sensus 

iConA manual is relevant to the upcoming hearing, Lipman may file the information 

as an exhibit in the appropriate tariff docket or dockets, and follow the prescribed 

procedures regarding confidential treatment at that point in time. 

VI. Meter Testing Issues 

A. Position of the Parties 

At the status conference held on May 21, 2019, the parties raised several 

issues related to the testing of IPL’s AMI meters and the number of pulses made by 

those meters.  In the joint status update filed by OCA on May 24, 2019, the parties 

state that they agree on most of the testing procedures.  However, two disputes 

remain.  First, the Intervenors would like IPL to test up to 40 meters, rather than the 

agreed upon 20 meters.  IPL believes 20 is sufficient and that testing additional 

meters will result in additional expense.  Additionally, Matara asks that the testing be 

completed by an independent third party, with Board staff present.  IPL does not 

believe that is necessary. 

B. Board Findings 

The Board believes the testing of 20 meters will be sufficient to provide 

relevant data on the number of pulses AMI meters make in various modes of 

operation.  The testing at issue is not compelled by Board rules or the Iowa Code, but 

was something that IPL intended to complete as a means to gather data, and it has 
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already agreed to test additional meters at the request of the other parties.  It is not 

reasonable to increase the number of meters being tested even further, thereby 

increasing costs to IPL and, ultimately, its customers.  

With respect to third-party testing, the Board does not believe that requiring a 

third party to conduct the tests is warranted.  IPL has pledged to share its data with 

all parties and the Board, and the other parties will have an opportunity to question 

IPL’s witnesses and evidence at the hearing on the compliance tariffs to the extent 

such information may be relevant.  However, the Board notes that rules 199 IAC 19.6 

and 20.6 allow for various testing of meters, including referee tests conducted by a 

Board engineer.  Though a referee test is not directly applicable to this situation, the 

Board will require an engineer from the Board’s staff to witness the testing to the 

extent practicable and appropriate and provide a staff report in the docket.  The 

engineer will also be a witness for the upcoming hearing and be available for cross-

examination regarding his staff report.  The Board will assign Magid Yousif to be the 

staff engineer in this matter, and IPL should coordinate these testing protocols with 

him.  Representatives of the Intervenors and OCA may also be present for the testing 

to the extent practicable. 

 
ORDERING CLAUSES 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED: 

1. The requests for reconsideration filed in Docket No. SPU-2018-0007 by 

the Office of Consumer Advocate, a division of the Iowa Department of Justice; Kathy 

Matara; and Jonathan Lipman AIA & Associates, Inc. d/b/a MaharishiVastu.org, are 

denied. 
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2. The requests for a formal complaint proceeding filed in Docket Nos.    

C-2018-0006 and C-2018-0007 are denied. 

3. The motion to reopen the record filed by Interstate Power and Light 

Company on April 1, 2019, in Docket No. SPU-2018-0007, is denied. 

4. The motion to make certain information public filed by Jonathan Lipman 

AIA & Associates, Inc. d/b/a MaharishiVastu.org, on May 7, 2019, is denied.  With 

respect to the information related to the Sensus Stratus meter manuals that was 

previously held confidential by the Utilities Board pursuant to its order issued on 

November 15, 2018, the Utilities Board will treat the motion as a request for 

inspection of records pursuant to rule 199 IAC 1.9(8)(b)(3). 

5. Pursuant to rule 199 IAC 1.9(8)(b)(3), Interstate Power and Light 

Company shall have 14 days from the date of this order to seek injunctive relief.  If 

injunctive relief is not sought within 14 days, the requested information will be made 

available for public inspection. 

6. The requests to increase the number of meters being tested and to 

require an independent third party to conduct such tests filed by Kathy Matara and 

Jonathan Lipman AIA & Associates, Inc. d/b/a MaharishiVastu.org, on May 29, 2019, 

are denied. 

7. The Utilities Board will require an engineer from its Safety & 

Engineering Department to witness and participate in the meter tests.  The engineer 

shall file a staff report in the applicable compliance tariff dockets and participate in 

the hearing as a witness.  Interstate Power and Light Company shall coordinate the 

testing with the engineer.   
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8. Representatives from the Office of Consumer Advocate, a division of 

the Iowa Department of Justice; Kathy Matara; and Jonathan Lipman AIA & 

Associates, Inc. d/b/a MaharishiVastu.org, may also be present for the testing to the 

extent practicable. 

9. A hearing shall be held beginning at 9 a.m. on August 22 and 23, 2019, 

for the purpose of receiving testimony and for the cross-examination of witnesses in 

Docket Nos. TF-2018-0029, TF-2018-0030, TF-2019-0028, and TF-2019-0029. The 

hearing shall be held in the Utilities Board's Hearing Room, 1375 E. Court Avenue, 

Des Moines, Iowa.  Persons with disabilities requiring assistive services or devices to 

observe or participate should contact the Utilities Board at (515) 725-7300 at least 

five days in advance to request that appropriate arrangements be made. 

10. A procedural schedule is attached to this order as Attachment A. 

UTILITIES BOARD 
 
 
 
      /s/ Geri D. Huser    
 
 
 
      /s/ Nick Wagner    
ATTEST: 
 
 
/s/ Kelsie Vanderflute   /s/ Richard W. Lozier, Jr.   
 
Dated at Des Moines, Iowa, this 24th day of June, 2019. 
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Attachment A

Interstate Power and Light Company; TF-2018-
0029, TF-2018-0030, TF-2019-0028, TF-2019-0029 

Procedural Activity Proposed Dates
Simultaneous Direct Testimony & Exhibits 7/15/2019
Staff Report 7/26/2019
Simultaneous Reply/Rebuttal Testimony & Exhibits 8/2/2019
Joint Statement of Issues 8/7/2019

Hearing 8/22-8/23/2019

Simultaneous Briefs (tentative)
2 weeks after transcript 
filed in EFS
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